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Introduction 
Action Items for Shifting LA’s Tech Economy into High Gear 

 

2014 is a time of great opportunity for the tech community in the Los Angeles region. 
As the Built In LA 2013 year in review shows, LA is stronger than ever. LA’s biggest exit 
in years–Maker Studio’s acquisition for as much as  $900 million–represented a tipping 
point for the region, echoed and amplified by Facebook’s $2 billion acquisition of 
Irvine’s Oculus VR. But we must collectively take greater steps to coordinate and 
strategize on capitalizing on the opportunity to take things to the next level.  
 
That’s where this report on the L.A. Tech Agenda comes in – with specific action plans 
for 2014 and beyond on the challenges and opportunities facing the tech community in 
the greater Los Angeles region.  The report recommends ways for Los Angeles’ tech-
friendly Mayor, Eric Garcetti, to apply lessons from Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s 
successes on behalf of New York’s tech economy, and Mayor Ed Lee’s efforts in San 
Francisco, and the report also focuses on lessons from the tech ecosystems themselves 
in those cities, as well as the work of leaders like Ron Conway.  We outline specific 
steps that Mayor Garcetti and tech leaders themselves can take on big picture issues, 
and also will dive into recommendations specific to the City of Santa Monica, and 
issues relevant to Venice and Playa Vista, and the largely untapped potential of 
Marina del Rey.  
 
The current challenges and limitations facing our startup ecosystem are well known and 
therefore not detailed in depth here. This report is focused on solutions for issues like: 

� funding shortages, and holes in LA’s tech ecosystem  
� difficulty retaining engineering talent from universities 
� lack of community/civic/political involvement & the need to strengthen 

community ties & giving back 
� housing & transportation challenges, and the resultant fractured community 

 
This report, curated by David Murphy (a veteran of both the startup and public policy 
worlds), is based on extensive conversations in 2013 & 2014 with leaders in the 
community. 
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LA Tech in the Garcetti Era: 
LLeessssoonnss  ffrroomm  NNYYCC  &&  SSFF  

 
There’s no question that San Francisco is the global mecca of the startup world. And 
the New York tech community is thriving at unprecedented levels and continues to 
offer lessons for LA’s own growing tech ecosystem. So what can our tech community 
and political leaders here in Southern California learn from San Francisco and New 
York, and apply here?  LA is currently fortunate to have a tech savvy mayor, Eric 
Garcetti who has recruited a strong team of experts on staff like Peter Marx and 
Michelle Garakian –but what specific steps can the Mayor and his team take to advance 
the tech agenda? And what can the tech community itself learn from the ecosystems in 
New York City and San Francisco? 
 
LESSONS FROM NEW YORK: 
 
Serving as an Ambassador for the Tech Community: Lessons from former New 
York Mayor Michael Bloomberg 
Just as former New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg served as ambassador and 
advocate on the national stage for the New York City tech community, Los Angeles 
Mayor Eric Garcetti should see himself as advocate-in-chief for the Los Angeles tech 
community, speaking at tech & investment 
conferences in San Francisco & New York, and 
working to attract more investors and tech 
company engineering satellite offices to Los 
Angeles. And Garcetti can apply Bloomberg’s 
example of recruiting entrepreneurs themselves 
(see the TechCrunch headline at right).  
 
It you want to be technical about it, Eric Garcetti is “just” the Mayor of the City of 
Los Angeles.  Not Santa Monica. Not Pasadena. Not Culver City. Not Marina del Rey.  
But without a similarly powerful countywide public figure to advocate on behalf of the 
entire Los Angeles region’s tech community, Mayor Garcetti is best suited to be a 
national ambassador for the entire region’s tech community. And he should rise to the 
occasion, looking to serve a similar role for the LA region’s tech community as Michael 
Bloomberg did for New York on the national stage. The 
fact that Los Angeles is structured to give the Mayor less 
power than some other cities (and the fact that 



L.A. County similarly lacks a strong county executive structure) arguably hinders both 
the city and the region–but that need not hold Mayor Garcetti back from promoting 
the L.A. region nationally, or promoting the tech economy locally, especially as 
runaway film production saps the L.A. region of crucial well paying jobs. 
 
 
Bloomberg Technology Summit 
New York Mayor Bloomberg teamed up with San Francisco Mayor Ed Lee and sf.citi to 
bring together 25 leaders in “technology, business, 
government the community” for daylong summits in 
New York and San Francisco. Think Eric Schmidt, Jack 
Dorsey, Fred Wilson, and people of that caliber. 
Mayor Garcetti’s administration should similarly work to 
arrange ways to bring the tech world’s movers and shakers from San Francisco to LA to 
foster collaboration here. A summit in LA could be tied to announcements of a major 
tech company’s new engineering office in LA, or at least an opportunity to “lobby” 
CEOs to make plans to do so. 

 
 
Lessons from the Tech Ecosystem in New York 
Of course, while New York’s tech scene thrived under Bloomberg’s tenure, it’s the tech 
community itself in New York that gets much of the credit for the exceptional success 
seen there. Adrianne Jeffries writes in The Verge, “many cornerstones of the local tech 
scene, like the New York Tech Meetup (NYTM), which now has 33,000 members, or the 
coworking space General Assembly, started as grassroots initiatives long before the 
Bloomberg administration got involved in the tech scene. ‘I'm sure there are legitimate 
criticisms as to how much impact policy had versus other factors,’ entrepreneur and 
local tech luminary Anil Dash said in an email. ‘But my bias there is to think the 
community (especially NYTM) was self-organizing and then the policy sort of 
followed.’“ 
 
Unlike just any group on meetup.com, New York Tech Meetup is structured as its own 
nonprofit, with a staff, including an executive director and a manager of events & 
development, as well as its own board with high-powered leaders like Meetup.com 
founder Scott Heiferman himself, investors Esther Dyson and David Rose, and Wilson 
Sonsini partner Adam Dinow, among others.  
 
Los Angeles currently has a range of active meetups, mentoring groups, speaker series 
events, ad hoc conferences and parties, websites, and fledgling groups that seek to 
bring the community together –- but nothing quite comparable to the scale of NYTM.  
Perhaps as LAEDC grows its new inLA initiative, or if Built in LA expands as a 
membership organization, these groups can look to apply lessons from NYTM, or 



perhaps another Los Angeles-based broad membership group will evolve to be the 
glue in the community. 
 
 
LESSONS FROM SAN FRANCISCO: 
 
Obviously, one could write a whole book on the growth of the tech community in San 
Francisco and Silicon Valley – and many books have indeed been written. This report 
can’t hope to synthesize all of what makes the Bay Area the mecca of the startup world.  
 
We’ve elected to highlight one particular element of the modern tech ecosystem in 
San Francisco, the work of Ron Conway agenda and the group sf.citi that he founded 
and chairs, in a separate section below.  But first, a few  other recommendations: 
 
 
Investor Road Show: Mayor Garcetti and LA tech leaders should host a road show in 
the San Francisco Bay Area, pitching Venture Capital firms and angel investors on 
doubling down on LA investments, setting up LA funds, and putting partners on the 
ground in LA offices. 
 
Recruiting more of the biggest tech companies to open engineering offices in LA: 
Google, Facebook, Yahoo, and Symantec are just a few of the large companies that 
have opened large offices in LA. Mayor Garcetti’s economic development team – and 
counterparts from other SoCal cities – should relentlessly recruit more of the Bay Area’s 
largest tech companies to open engineering offices in Los Angeles given that some 
reports have found we graduate more engineers than any other region here in LA, 
between USC, UCLA, Caltech, Harvey Mudd, and more.   
 
Given the ongoing problems with job loss 
from runaway film production in LA’s 
entertainment industry, it is all the more 
important to continue to build up the base 
of well paying jobs in LA’s growing tech 
sector. New York is again a model – a report 
found that the tech sector there is now the 
second biggest sector in that city. 
 

 



Lessons from sf.citi: 
Civic Action & Giving Back to the Community 

 
San Francisco super-angel Ron Conway, one of the most legendary investors of the 
modern era, founded the San Francisco Citizens Initiative for Technology and 
Innovation (sf.citi), a 501(c)(6) organization, with the mission of “leveraging the 
collective power of the tech sector as a force for civic action in San Francisco.” 
 
The group is helping "to share best practices and marshal the resources and talent of 
the tech sector to help address common challenges in housing, education, jobs and 
affordability facing San Franciscans," as well as encouraging tech leaders to give back 
to the community.  
 
Funded by companies like Salesforce, Jawbone, Google, AT&T, and Cushman & 
Wakefield, sf.citi has a broad range of companies and organizations as its members. Its 
website, sfciti.com, describes its major initiatives since its launch as follows: 
 

� “bridging the digital divide: San Francisco's Department of Aging and Adult 
Services (DAAS), the Community Technology Network (CTN) and sf.citi are 
excited to encourage our membership to volunteer with SF Connected. 

� business tax reform: In 2012, sf.citi built a broad coalition and on behalf of the 
technology industry to successfully pass Proposition E, a business payroll tax 
reform measure that encourages startup and small business growth. 

� computer donations: sf.citi works with our member technology companies to 
secure underutilized computer sets and technology assets to cycle into local 
community organizations that help bridge the digital divide. 

� connectors, conveners, serving as a resource: sf.citi liaisons with technology 
leaders, government officials, community advocates and all citizens of San 
Francisco to convene discussions, push new ideas and share best practices. 

� education: sf.citi is partnering with the San Francisco Unified School District, 
educators, tech employers and nonprofit leaders to improve STEM access and 
exposure to young people, redesign and update curricula in our high schools, 
and pilot co-op education models our higher institutions 

� future graduates: Designing internships for youth access to real world job 
training, sf.citi donated $50,000 in grants to fund stipends for forty San 
Francisco public high school students as interns at over twenty-five San 
Francisco-based, innovative technology companies. 

� giving back: Supporting organizations that provide much-needed services to 
most vulnerable of our citizens in San Francisco. 



� job creation: sf.citi's long-term goal of partnering member technology 
companies with local schools and nonprofit organizations to establish a job 
creation pipeline to empower San Franciscans with the tools they need to 
compete for tech sector jobs. 

� microfinancing san francisco: In this economic climate, many new businesses 
struggle to raise capital from conventional sources. Enter sf.citi's new 
partnership with Kiva Zip and Supervisor Mark Farrell to micro-finance aspiring 
small business owners and entrepreneurs in San Francisco. 

� public safety: A national model, pushing the envelope in bringing mobile 
technology to officers in the field with new law enforcement technology and 
data initiative application. 

� public wifi: With Supervisor Farrell, Mayor Lee, SF Recreation & Parks 
Departments and Google Inc., sf.citi launched free public Wi-Fi access for all San 
Franciscans across 31 parks, plazas, and open spaces to close the digital divide 
in communities where Internet access is limited, increase government efficiency. 

� small business: Connecting San Francisco's small business community and our 
local technology sector, the economic drivers and backbone of our local 
economy.  

� supporting open data: sf.citi supports the open data movement in San 
Francisco, starting with Mayor Lee's effort to pass revised open data legislation 
for how San Francisco's data is shared with the public, and creating more 
transparency in government, economic enterprise and better city services for 
San Franciscans. 

� Transportation: Piloting creative ways to innovate our local transportation 
system from real time fleet communication for SFMTA to integrated Waterfront 
transportation providing visitors, merchants and community with a seamless 
experience that decreases traffic congestion. 

� women's initiative: sf.citi serves as a resource to strengthen women and girls 
access and exposure to STEM education, skills and jobs in San Francisco and 
beyond, eliminating the current gender gap in technology fields.”  
 

Clearly there is an opportunity for a similar group here to catalyze the local tech 
industry’s involvement in policy issues and in the community.  It will be worthwhile for 
LAEDC’s inLA to learn from sf.citi’s successes as it develops in scope. 
 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
 

Giving Back 

 
 
Certainly, giving back is a key component of community involvement, and it’s 
important that LA tech leaders step up their community involvement, and do a better 
job of telling the story of how they already give back. At the Crunches (the closest 
thing the tech industry has to the Oscars), Ron Conway gave a call to action for 
community involvement, all the more important in light of all the recent protests in San 
Francisco over housing challenges there and inequities.  
 
Of particular note is Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff's calls for fellow entrepreneurs to 
follow what he calls the 1/1/1 model: donate 1% of your equity, 1% of your employees' 
time, and 1% of your product to improving communities. Founders can take the pledge 
to commit resources and integrate philanthropy into their business at 
http://www.salesforcefoundation.org/take-the-pledge.    
 
On March 7, Benihoff launched a campaign to raise $10 million from the startup 
community for a program SF Gives, and LA tech should follow suit, too. 
   



The right partnerships nurture success

wsgr.com



Ramping up Funding  
 

Despite the marked growth in seed funds locally, and an increasing willingness for 
investors from Sand Hill road to trek down to L.A., the fact is that you only need to ask 
any entrepreneur to confirm that L.A. startups are still held back because of a lack of 
funding.  
 
Leveraging LA’s Local Wealth: 
Luckily, the Los Angeles region, and the Westside in particular, is home to incredible 
affluence. But given the local culture, “investing” in movies may be more socially 
accepted than investing in startups! We need to put more of LA’s wealth to use for 
startup investing – but how do we do it?  
 
VC firms seeking to find new LPs, and angel investors seeking to expand the ranks of 
angels should partner with wealth management firms to host “Intro to Startup 
Investing” workshops and publish materials to encourage more Angelenos to join the 
investing ranks. For new investors, it may make more sense to get them involved as LPs 
of existing funds, than to expect them to succeed at angel investing themselves.  
 
Existing angel investors and VCs could partner with wealth management firms to 
organize roundtables and lectures tapping their personal networks to invite prospects 
to learn more about startup investing, and existing investors could increase their media 
outreach to get more stories in the press celebrating affluent Angelenos who choose 
not just to bankroll a film project, but to bankroll VC funds and seed funds. 
 
Getting Pension Funds to invest in LA VCs: 
Public advocacy and closed-door outreach should continue to encourage more 
pension funds to invest in LA’s VC firms.   But at the same time, of course, this is a 
market-driven process. And since sometimes the best startups that are likely to have 
the best returns for investors often bypass local VC firms and go for funding from Sand 
Hill Road VCs, it thus is important to do everything possible get more Bay Area funds 
to increase their attention given to LA startups. InLA, the LA Chamber, Built in LA, and 
Garcetti’s office should “lobby” VCs up north to ramp up their focus here. (Also see the 
section below on easing LA-SF travel.) 

 

  



Rank Company Year Acquirer Valuation 
(at time of exit)

1 Oculus VR 2014 Facebook $2B

2 Demand Media 2011 IPO $1.5B

3 Rubicon Project 2014 IPO $670M

4 TRUECar 2014 IPO (pending) $650M

5 Cornerstone onDemand 2011 IPO $600M

6 Maker Studios 2014 The Walt Disney Company $500M

7 Riot Games 2011 Tencent $470M

8 LegalZoom 2014 Permira $450M

9 EdgeCast Networks 2013 Verizon $350M

10 ServiceMesh 2013 CSC $290M

Ten Largest VC-Backed Los Angeles & Orange County Area Tech IPO and M&A Exits Since 2009, by Valuation at Time of Exit

All 10 companies presented at our conference.

Don’t miss the next big opportunity—attend OASIS 2015.

Learn more at www.oasis-summit.com, or request an invitation by emailing info@montgomerysummit.com.

What do the 10 largest LA-area tech exits of 
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Retaining Engineering 
Graduates in LA  

 
LA doesn’t need a tech campus like Bloomberg created in New York – we already 
graduate among the largest number of engineers in the country. But we have to work 
on promoting LA as a place for them to stay. 
 
LA’s startup community needs to be a regular presence on LA campuses, with lectures 
by startup founders and luminaries on campus to build buzz about LA’s tech scene, 
career office workshops, and more, to fight to “retain” engineering/founder talent in 
LA after they graduate. 
 
inLA may serve this role, but if not, an academia–industry working group based at 
Caltech or UCLA could be useful, designed to foster collaboration at different levels 
(fostering meetings gathering tech leaders, college presidents, and Mayor Garcetti; 
and an ongoing with career service staff and startup recruiters).  
 
USC’s Viterbi Startup Garage is a great model for what one university can do. The 
group is an early-stage technology accelerator launched in partnership with Kleiner 
Perkins and UTA. The brainchild of Ashish Soni, and open to both USC students and 
recent alumni, the Startup Garage gives students $20K in funding, office space, and 
mentoring (in exchange for 4% equity), for a 12 week summer program at the pre-
accelerator level.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

  



 

Conferences & Events: 
We Have the OASIS Summit 
& Code Conference – It’s 
Time for TechCrunch Disrupt 
LA & LAUNCH LA, too! 

 
The Los Angeles region is privileged to already play host to exceptional conferences 
that convene titans of industry, tech CEOs, VCs and private equity investors. James 
Montgomery’s OASIS Summit brings 1000 leaders to the Fairmont in Santa Monica and 
drives not just investment and M&A deals, but also international media coverage about 
LA’s tech community as well. This year’s Summit featured an exceptional roster 
including Google’s Eric Schmidt and Jared Cohen in conversation with Bloomberg 
West’s Emily Chang (pictured) and Blackberry’s John Chen being interviewed by 
Quentin Hardy of the New York Times, between presentations by a huge range of top 
companies like the Honest Company and Hotel Tonight, rounded out by additions like 
a talk by Deepak Chopra and music straight from Burning Man. Forbes Publisher Rich 



Karlgaard closed out the summit with reflections on just how impressed he is with the 
growth of the Silicon Beach economy. 
 
Meanwhile, Walt Mossberg & Kara Swisher have for years hosted their signature 
summit in SoCal – formerly the “D” Conference from All Things Digital, and now the 
Code Conference from Re/Code, bringing many of tech’s most prominent leaders 
together. Of course, the beautiful seaside location – Terranea, in Palos Verdes – does 
mean that this is more of a fly-in summit, with less cross-pollination with the local tech 
community, given geographical realities.  
 
Re/code recently hosted a Code/Media salon in Santa Monica – hopefully the first of 
many Santa Monica events! 
 
Locally produced conferences including Adam Miller’s L.A. Tech Summit and 
Upfront Ventures’ recent conference in downtown have drawn near-universal praise 
from attendees.  
 
The range of existing conferences provide a taste of why it’s so important that LA tech 
leaders keep working to recruit more conferences to LA, as well. Established startups 
and founders who’ve already made it are exceptionally well served by these existing 
events – but perhaps there’s a hole when it comes to conferences targeting launch-
stage and pre-launch startups, for earlier stage entrepreneurs.  
 
Mayor Garcetti and startup leaders should “lobby” TechCrunch/AOL and LA’s own 
Jason Calacanis alike to both bring their own blend of startup conferences to LA. While 
LA played host to an TechCrunch “meetup” recently, we’ve yet to get our own 
TechCrunch Disrupt conference.  
 
There’s TechCrunch Disrupt San Francisco, Disrupt New York, Disrupt Berlin, Disrupt 
London, Disrupt Beijing, Disrupt Shanghai – but not L.A.!  AOL’s TechCrunch events 
team should learn from the success of OASIS and the D/Code conferences and add LA 
to its schedule. 
 

 





Getting More National 
Tech Reporters on the 
Ground in LA:  
 

 
To tell the story of LA startups to the Bay Area community of investors and potential 
business partners, and acquirers, we need to pressure more top tech blogs – more of 
the Techmeme leaderboard – to put reporters on the ground in LA. 
 
Sarah Lacy of PandoDaily deserves an award for what she’s done for LA, embedding a 
world class reporter, Michael Carney, here, and making LA (along with SF & NYC) a 
regular part of her fantastic PandoMonthly fireside chat series.  
 
Walt Mossberg and Kara Swisher deserve credit, of course, for choosing Terranea for 
their conferences (the Code Conference, formerly known as “D”), for many years – but 
these are more “fly-in” events than events targeting the local community (although 
Re/code has added a Santa Monica mini-event – which promptly sold out.) 
 
Huge credit also goes to other existing voices like the LA Times, Forbes, LA Business 
Journal, socalTECH, and TechZulu. Built in LA, Silicon Beach LA, and other sites also 
help the cause in important ways.  
 
But LA tech leaders should lobby the owners & editors of top news blogs sites to 
deploy in LA, putting reporters on the ground, and producing events here.  

 

  



Filling Holes in LA’s 
Mentoring Ecosystem & 
Strengthening Support for 
Entrepreneurs  

 
Los Angeles is well served by many accelerators and incubators. But competition can 
be stiff to get in – and the programs aren’t for everyone.  
 
The fact is, being an entrepreneur is hard. You need all the mentoring, advice, and 
support you can get.  
 
A number of groups in LA are stepping up to do more to “glue together” the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem outside of accelerators, including providing more support 
and mentoring at the very early stage (pre-accelerator) level.  
 
The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce launched the Bixel Exchange to help 
educate, connect, and advise entrepreneurs. See http://bixelexchange.com to learn 
more about its range of events, workshops, mentoring programs, and ways to connect 
with the broader membership of the Chamber.  
 
Coworking spaces (from Cross Campus to Coloft, and many more) have classes and a 
sense of community, and meetups and groups like House of Genius fill a need for 
entrepreneurs lucky enough to participate, but there’s still an opportunity for more 
support for first time entrepreneurs.  
 
In Silicon Valley, one finds a plethora of programs, hacker spaces, and groups, from SV 
Forum to HackerDojo, and a civic coordinating body in sf.citi.  In New York, NY Tech 
Meetup (NYTM) is a central membership organization with over 32,000 members; 
“1871” has taken Chicago by storm.  Here in LA, we still has an opportunity to 
continue to work to form a more cohesive community.  
 
 



Land Use 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Meeting Demand for Housing & 
Creative Office Space & Avoiding 
Skyrocketing Rents Seen in S.F. 

 
 
With housing costs in Santa Monica and the region already at exceptionally high levels, 
it’s important to apply lessons from the current housing crisis in San Francisco to avoid 
a similar crisis here. It’s simple supply & demand: we must act now to increase housing 
supply to avoid the extraordinary housing prices seen in San Francisco, and the 
resultant protests over inequalities as rents skyrocket when supply fails to meet the 
demand. 
 
Similarly, there are opportunities for development and redevelopment to meet 
demand for creative office space near the beach, as well as at strategic places along 
the Expo Line and other future rail corridors, in particular.  
 
It’s important to tie office and residential development to rail transit and bike commute 
routes, and to work in parallel to fight for the rapid expansion of a fully built out rail 
system in the broader region.  The lack of ample rail transit (and ample safe, protected 
bike lanes), and Angelenos’ resultant dependency on cars, is a real constraint on 
ensuring that housing and office supply meets demand. Given the Westside’s horrid 
traffic, local community stakeholders understandably raise concerns over traffic impacts 
when development is considered, so the tech community must urgently fight for 
transportation improvements (covered in the next section).  It’s also important, though, 



to note that for years and years, enormous traffic in the Westside is heading to jobs in 
the Santa Monica region in the morning, and back to faraway housing elsewhere in the 
evening – reinforcing the positive role that building ample new housing closer to jobs 
in Silicon Beach can play, so people don’t have to fight traffic on the 10 but can instead 
live and work nearby–and ideally, bike or walk to work.  
 
West LA, Culver City, Venice, Playa Vista continue to draw numerous large tech tenants 
(including Microsoft’s new space at the award winning The Reserve project that 
repurposed a former postal center), with future areas on land north of LAX and in other 
regional “innovation hubs” on the horizon as well, and it’s important to look to link 
these areas with rail to continue to foster their full potential to accommodate growth 
and to ease commuting patterns.   
 
Specific recommendations for specific areas are featured below in the second part of 
the report, focusing on issues specific to differentiate the beachside communities in 
LA’s startup ecosystem. 

 
  



Transportation: Urgent 
Priorities for a Region in Crisis 

 
The horrendous traffic gridlock that plagues the Silicon Beach area, and indeed the 
broader region, means that different pockets of the L.A. region get walled off from 
each other, and there’s less cross-pollination and collaboration between companies in 
Santa Monica and Culver City – let alone between Silicon Beach and Pasadena. The 
traffic also means that residents understandably fight new housing projects, resulting in 
supply being constrained and housing prices rising to unaffordable levels. And of 
course, the traffic makes life miserable, and makes LA a less attractive place to live, and 
our well deserved infamous reputation for miserable gridlock makes it harder to recruit 
talent and hurts the region’s competitiveness – not to mention productivity.    
 
Luckily, the solution is obvious. We don’t have the 
reinvent the wheel: we just need to apply lessons 
proven in cities around the world, including the need 
for a fully built out rail transportation system on the 
macro level (including the subway to the sea), and on 
the neighborhood level, make biking and walking safe and pleasant. We also need to 
look at bringing back neighborhood-connecting streetcar systems that once linked the 
areas that now comprise Silicon Beach.  
 
Of course, the Expo Line light rail system is on the way, with construction continuing on 
the extension to Santa Monica. But it’s absolutely nowhere near enough.  
 
The tech community must be a forceful advocate for resurrecting plans to extend the 
subway to the sea. Currently, the Westside subway extension of the Purple Line is 
being planned to stop at the 405 (at the Veterans Administration), rather than coming 
all the way to Santa Monica. The tech community needs to fight to make sure that the 
extension to the sea is part of future funding plans. And we need to fight for a fully 
built out rail system. 
 
On the local level, one need only consult an historic map of LA’s old Red Car system to 
be reminded of the potential for local rail connections within the area that’s now Silicon 
Beach. It’s time to look into the potential of north-south streetcar connections 
connecting Santa Monica, Venice, Marina del Rey, Playa Vista, and LAX. 
 



In the meantime, what’s quick, cheap, and easy, is to make significant bike and 
pedestrian improvements.  
 
The tech community should fight for the region to quickly move forward with regional 
bikesharing, as found in cities around the world, and to apply lessons from bike-friendly 
Santa Monica in areas like Venice and Playa Vista, and beyond.  
 
Since progress in this area ultimately comes down to funding, the tech community 
must become more involved in regional politics and work to accelerate the process for 
moving forward with new funding measures, as well as to ensure that new 
development projects amply buy into funding rail transit projects, bike improvements, 
and pedestrian improvements in their vicinity.  
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Speeding Travel to & 
from San Francisco 

 
Perhaps the single best thing to strengthen LA’s tech ecosystem would be to make it 
effectively a suburb of the Bay Area–be it through high-speed rail, Elon Musk’s 
proposed hyperloop, or both. 
 
We must continue to fight for high-speed rail. Despite setbacks, funding issues, 
controversies, speed issues, and more, California still desperately needs high-speed 
rail. In a world where high-speed rail abounds already in Japan, China, France, Spain, 
and beyond, high-speed rail has been proven for decades to be have profoundly 
positive effect on economic development and quality of life. It is extremely important 
that we continue to fight for California high-speed rail, even as we also fight for 
speeding it up, fixing its problems, and more.  
 
We should continue to pursue the hyperloop as well – but an incredible, promising 
new technology is not a reason to abandon existing plans, as well. Best case, we’ll have 
more options. Worst case, we’ll have one.  What we can’t afford to do is have neither.  
 
In the meanwhile, we must make it easier and more convenient for travel between 
Silicon Valley and Silicon Beach. It’s probably not best for companies like Surf Air 
should to be blocked from flying directly from Santa Monica Airport to Silicon Valley. 
 
And in terms of LAX, we must fight for ample rail connections to LAX, including rail 
from LAX to Westwood (connecting with the subway to the sea) and the San Fernando 
Valley, if not a streetcar connection more directly connecting Santa Monica, Venice, 
Playa Vista, and LAX as well.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR SPECIFIC CITIES 
& NEIGHBORHOODS 

 
  



In addition to the broader issues discussed above, such as land use & transportation 
issues, a number of additional recommendations are relevant just to specific cities and 
neighborhoods. 

 
Santa Monica 

 
� Fix/upgrade the outdoor citywide wi-fi system, which (at least in the author’s 

extensive experience) simply fails to work most of the time. This will open up the 
exceptional outdoor workspaces Santa Monica has – with little used tables on the 
bluffs, near the ocean, and beyond.  

 
� Recruit Google Fiber, or other ultra-high-speed broadband providers. 
 
� Consider not just the negative impacts of Santa Monica Airport, but also its positive 

impacts as an asset and competitive advantage for speeding connections with 
Silicon Valley. 

 
� Fight for the subway to the sea. The Expo Line serves a very different set of 

destinations. Consider opportunities for streetcar service connecting Downtown 
Santa Monica to Main Street, Venice, Playa Vista, and beyond.  

 
� Ensure that as transportation options support it, additional housing and creative 

office space is available near transit to better meet demand, and to avoid the sort 
of housing crunch (with skyrocketing rents) seen in San Francisco. 

 
� Continue to prioritize pedestrians and bikers in downtown Santa Monica, and 

explore ways for additional tech office space density on or near the Third Street 
Promenade.  

 
  

  



City of LA (Citywide) 
 
� Move forward with fast public wi-fi in key areas – near the beach, in key areas in 

downtown LA, etc. 
 

� Fight for high-speed broadband internet service for LA – recruit Google Fiber, or 
continue efforts underway to recruit others. Push back against lobbying pressure 
from abysmal legacy service providers seeking to limit competition or undercut 
innovation. 
 

� Encourage civic hacking.  Indeed, the City Controller’s office is looking for 
developers to take advantage of its APIs for its laudable new data program. See 
https://controllerdata.lacity.org/  and also see other Los Angeles data sets on Hack 
for LA’s site, http://www.hackforla.org/data_sets  
 

� In New York, Bloomberg hired a Chief Digital Officer and ensured that the City’s 
website and social media presence was top notch. L.A.’s new Chief Innovation 
Technology Officer, Peter Marx, should similarly ensure that the City’s agencies toss 
aside their ossified IT approach and pull themselves into the modern era. 

 

 
 

Venice (City of LA) 
� Venice, already home to startups like Snapchat and ZFER, has the potential 

someday, if the community desires, to be Silicon Beach’s answer to San 
Francisco’s mecca for startups, SoMa, on the office side. But it’s already quickly 
becoming a residential hotspot for Silicon Beach workers who choose Venice as 
their preferred place to live. Even The Financial Times newspaper recently 
profiled Venice’s residential appeal among the Silicon Beach crowd, noting 
recent home purchases there by entrepreneurs like Snapchat cofounder 
Bobby Murphy. 
 

  



 
� Venice bike-friendliness improvements have taken a start with the addition 

recently of two bike corrals on Abbot Kinney. Additional bike improvements 
should be targeted for Lincoln Blvd, Rose Ave, and other key thoroughfares–the 
contrast with Santa Monica is considerable. Regional bikeshare that’s compatible 
between Venice and Santa Monica will be a boon, and in the meantime, it’s 
important to consider green bike lanes, and to install more bike parking corrals 
like the two that just went in on Abbot Kinney. Corrals will help increase 
business for retailers in an area where car parking is very limited, encouraging 
residents and workers to bike over and drop in. The area is also ripe for 
protected bike lanes, given how many Silicon Beach workers like to commute by 
bike. 

 
� Meanwhile, the area on Abbot Kinney south of Venice Blvd is currently 

underused, with auto body shops and a hodgepodge of uses arguably 
“wasting” the proximity to one of the hippest areas in the nation. Land there is 
ripe for use for creative office space.  
 

� Westwood’s Business Improvement District is a model worth considering for 
Venice. The Westwood Village Improvement Association has cleaned up and 
fixed the public landscape, installed wayfaring signage, introduced courtesy 



patrols by ambassadors, and studied parking issues. Perhaps the ultimate 
endorsement comes from the property owners who pay for it – 75% of whom 
approved a renewal of the BID (and its fees they pay) for another three years. A 
spokeswoman for Topa, a member of the BID, said that it’s made the area 
cleaner, safer and more beautiful for businesses and customers, according to 
UCLA’s Daily Bruin. 

 
� Everyone wants to be near Abbot Kinney–but current land use has very low 

density there. It would be natural to explore whether office space on an upper 
floor of more buildings would be appropriate, without changing the character of 
the area.  

 
� Similarly, the area in Venice on Main Street that’s in close proximity to Santa 

Monica has enormous untapped potential. Who wouldn’t want their company to 
be a neighbor to Google – but instead the area has surface parking lots, a 
distribution warehouse, and even a Metro bus yard on the same Main Street that 
a block or two north is a hotbed of action in Santa Monica. The city and 
landowners on Main Street between the Santa Monica border and Abbot Kinney 
should reevaluate the current uses to better match the potential of the area. 

 
� Obviously, Metro bus operations are extremely important, but 

it’s worth exploring if the bus yard on Main Street (pictured at 
right) can be moved to another location. The current location is 
extremely close to the beach, Abbot Kinney and Main Street 
tenants like Google. It’s an exceptional location, that’s frankly 
wasted on a bus parking yard. Metro’s excellent transit-
oriented development team could explore an office and/or 
housing project in parallel with a study of moving forward with 
a rail along/under the north-south corridor connecting Santa 
Monica, Venice, Marina del Rey, Playa Vista, and LAX.  

 
� To foster progress in Venice, it’s worth moving forward with updating the coastal 

plan to avoid slowdowns relating to Costal Commission proceedings. 
 

� As Venice evolves and demand for housing increases, it’s important to consider 
the effect of supply and demand on rental prices, and to explore ways to meet 
housing demand, including the supply of affordable housing, in order to 
mitigate the skyrocketing prices that otherwise would price people out of the 
community. But with traffic already an issue, it’s critical to make Venice a bike 
friendly community, and build rail connections such as a streetcar or light rail (or 
subway!) up to the Expo Line & Subway to the Sea and down to Playa Vista and 
connections with other lines near LAX, to foster a high quality of life.  



Playa Vista (City of LA) 
 

� With Playa Vista Phase II being built, the area is coming together–but still more is 
needed. Redevelopment in adjacent nearby areas is called for. The area bounded 
by Jefferson & the 90 freeway mixes self-storage buildings and aging industrial 
buildings with hip tenants like Microsoft, Deutsch, TOMS, and TBWA\CHIAT\DAY.  
 

� Playa Vista itself needs a co-working space, office space with smaller spaces suitable 
for smaller tenants (not just huge square footage blocks), a boutique hotel w/ event 
space, hip bars/lounges, and more. 

 
� It’s time to explore rail transportation connecting Playa Vista & points north in 

Silicon Beach, such as through a streetcar line. This will also help encourage ties 
between Silicon Beach’s smaller startups and the larger tech companies in Playa 
Vista (Facebook, Microsoft, Google’s YouTube, etc.) 

 

  
   



Marina del Rey 
(Unincorporated–County of LA) 

 
Marina del Rey itself is an unincorporated area – it’s not part of any city, and is instead 
under County of Los Angeles jurisdiction, with the County serving as landlord for 
private lessees. Unfortunately, the potential of the area has been vastly untapped, with 
outdated and run-down facilities tolerated and only a few gems – like Caruso 
Affiliated’s Waterside shopping center, the Ritz Carlton Marina del Rey, and the new 
Shores apartments – existing amid outdated facilities like Fisherman’s Village and 
Mother’s Beach that are urgently in need of updating.  
 
Thankfully, the County is currently undergoing a “Visioning” plan for the next twenty 
years, and is pressuring landlords to update, tear down, or renovate their aging 
buildings. A front page Los Angeles Times article quoted L.A. County Supervisor Don 
Knabe saying “I call it the crown Jewel of L.A. County that really needs polishing.” 
 
We call upon the County and area business owners and developers to tear down aging 
restaurants, stores, public amenities, and developments, and build anew, to take 
advantage of the area’s almost completely untapped potential in the heart of Silicon 
Beach, and at water’s edge. More than one third of the County’s leases with properties 
are expiring in the coming ten years, giving the County an opportunity to force 
developers to upgrade–or make the space available for those who will. 
 
 



One bright spot is the area within the City of Los Angeles that’s adjacent to Marina del 
Rey (and is sometimes informally referred to as part of Marina del Rey by locals), 
including a series of modern, upscale apartment communities and shopping options on 
Lincoln Blvd., Maxella Ave., Glencoe Ave, and vicinity.  Developers here have invested 
huge amounts in renovating their properties – apartment developer UDR put in millions 
into renovating The Westerly on Lincoln and received the “Multifamily Community of 
the Year” award from the by the National Association of Home Builders.  Across the 
street, the mixed-use Stella property has a restaurant, Paiche, that Esquire named one 
of the best new restaurants of 2013, and a top-to-bottom renovation of the adjacent 
shopping center attracted one of the nation’s first AMC Dine-In Theaters.  One only 
hopes that these sorts of upgrades will spread to adjacent county-run Marina del Rey, 
with its unique county politics and years of neglect by business owners and developers. 
 
There’s great reason for optimism. Marina del Rey is geographically situated in an ideal 
spot, between Silicon Beach hotspots Venice and Playa Vista. And of course there’s a 
rich history in the area, with USC’s Information Sciences Institute and the Internet 
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (before ICANN’s recent move to Playa 
Vista) playing fundamental roles in the development of the internet. Today, USC’s 
Startup Garage is the newest addition to the ongoing tech story of Marina del Rey.  
 
But how can we bridge the extreme gap between the full potential of Marina del Rey 
and the current reality? The County needs to encourage more developers to follow in 
the model of developer Jerry Epstein’s Shores apartments, certainly, but it also needs 
to push retail properties to revamp, or get out. Aging properties and extremely low-
density developments wasting the potential of the waterfront. And given the growing 
hosing density in the area, rail transit needs to be built to connect the area to jobs 
centers. With rail, one can imagine a future with more high-rise residential that take 
advantage of the Marina and ocean views. 
 
 

  



Culver City, Pasadena, 
Downtown LA, & Beyond 

 
 
Of course, there are thriving startup communities in neighborhoods throughout the 
region, especially in Pasadena, Culver City, and Downtown Los Angeles. We certainly 
don’t wish to downplay these areas at all–indeed, LA County’s biggest recent exit of 
note, Maker Studios, is centered in Culver City.  
 
Pasadena has long been a key player, with Idealab and Caltech serving as catalysts in 
the area. The tech community in Pasadena has formed a group, Innovate Pasadena, to 
strengthen their local community that’s a model for other areas in the region as well.  
 
Downtown is home to startups like NationBuilder and events ranging from Upfront 
Ventures’ summit to TechCrunch’s Meetup & Pitch Off. 
 
Perhaps a follow-on report to this report could be done to dive into 
recommendations for areas including Culver City, downtown LA, and Pasadena. We in 
no way wish to underrepresent all that’s happening throughout the region, but had to 
start somewhere, with Silicon Beach communities.  
 
But among the single most important things for these areas is to fight for a fully built 
out rail system, to better connect them with the epicenter of LA tech, Silicon Beach.  
 
 
 
 
  



Next Steps  
 

Besides applying the specific steps in this report, there a number of additional avenues 
for continuing the momentum in LA: 
 
The need for a “glue” to bind us together 
The LA tech community has suffered without a unifying force. That’s why we’re thrilled 
about the recent launch of inLA (http://inla.org), an evolution of former Mayor 
Villaraigosa’s LAMCII group, that’s now a part of LAEDC. There’s a huge opportunity 
for a group in LA to apply the lessons from sf.citi (http://www.sfciti.com/) started by 
Ron Conway to strengthen the involvement of the tech community in local policy in San 
Francisco.  
 
Telling the tech community’s story 
Tech leaders and tech companies should donate to inLA.org to fund an LAEDC study 
on the economic impact of the tech industry on the local economy. Built in LA and 
other groups have has done an excellent job of assembling statistics. But LAEDC 
should also be commissioned to do a study in its own style that’s familiar to policy 
makers and civic leaders in the broader LA business and policy communities – to help 
tell the story to these leaders of the importance of LA’s tech community.  
 
Events 
A series of fireside chats on strengthening LA’s tech ecosystem are planned in the 
Santa Monica area. See http://latechagenda.com/events/ for details on the event 
lineup, which already includes two of the nation’s leading startup investors, David Lee 
of SV Angel, and Howard Morgan of First Round Capital, or email 
david@latechagenda.com to receive event announcements. 
 
Organically Growing the Ecosystem 
Entrepreneurs who see an opportunity to address some of the region’s challenges, 
such as the need for more pre-accelerator level mentoring, should take it upon 
themselves to move forward with new groups and organizations to fill these needs.  
 
Bottom line: let’s all do our part to strengthen LA’s tech community!   



More Resources & 
Ways to Get Involved 
 
It’s absolutely critical that tech leaders get involved not just in the startup 
community, but also the broader business policy community (joining groups like the 
Los Angeles Chamber and their Innovation & Technology Council, for instance), to 
ensure that startups’ interests on issues like Net Neutrality are represented. Tech 
leaders also need to be active in the political process. 
 
 
inLA:  
http://www.inLA.org 
 
Building on the prior work of the LA Mayor's Council on Innovation and Industry, inLA 
is “a membership organization comprised of leaders of technology companies, venture 
capital firms, serial entrepreneurs, major universities and growth-focused professional 
services firms who share a common vision for expanding and improving Los Angeles’s 
growth economy and attaining recognition as the world’s hub for boundless creativity 
and inspired innovation.” inLA is now part of LAEDC, and is led by an Executive 
Council of tech leaders in partnership with LAEDC’s Amy Amsterdam. 
 
Another great resource is the website of inLA’s predecessor, LAMCII, http://lamcii.org, 
where you can read their report on strengthening LA’s tech community. 
 
 
 

Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce & Bixel Exchange:  
http://lachamber.com  & http://bixelexchange.com 
 
The Chamber is doing a great job of reaching out to the tech community, with its 
Innovation & Technology Council and Bixel Exchange initiatives. It’s critical that 
entrepreneurs do their part to step up, join the Chamber, and get involved with the LA 
Chamber, the primary voice of the region’s business community, to represent startups’ 
unique interests on issues.   
 
           continued 

 



The Bixel Exchange connects, educates, and advises entrepreneurs (check out 
bixelexchange.com for full details, and be sure to sign up for their mailing list to hear 
about all their events), and the LA Chamber’s Innovation & Technology Council is 
structured as one of the policy councils within the Chamber. What follows is an 
overview of the council and its 2014 priorities: 

 
“The Innovation & Technology Council of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of 
Commerce works to ensure that Los Angeles’ technology ecosystem – including 
universities and community colleges, the Hollywood-fueled digital media sector and 
talented technology leaders – thrives, creating jobs for a new generation of 
Angelenos. In this city of world-class innovations and boundless creativity, which was 
recently ranked one of the top three ecosystems for technology start ups, there is a 
strong base of people, groups and organizations who want to make a difference. A 
strong business ecosystem for entrepreneurs will help Los Angeles flourish as a center 
of the innovation economy. The Chamber is working to give a voice to that effort in 
matters of public policy. 

 
Support comprehensive immigration reform to build skilled workforce 
The Chamber has long supported comprehensive immigration reform and 
we will continue to advocate for this issue with greater specificity on the needs 
of the technology industry. Los Angeles and the nation need sensible 
comprehensive, immigration reform in order to drive our booming technology 
industry with new entrepreneurs and secure a globally competitive future 
workforce. Congress should establish a streamlined process for admitting future 
workers and entrepreneurs, including an increase in the number of H-1B visas, 
creation of a new STEM green card category and a pathway to citizenship for 
undocumented residents. 
 
Ensure greater certainty for innovators 
Entrepreneurs should be encouraged to focus on building their products and 
companies rather than face frequent intimidation by patent trolls and extortion 
attempts. The Chamber supports policies that reign in anti-innovation practices 
and establish a proper framework for patent disputes. For further certainty in 
business practices, information technology and service companies should be 
able to comply with government data collection needs while balancing their 
right to protect sensitive and proprietary consumer data. Consumer data 
provided to information technology and service. The Chamber will advocate for 
clear policies and guidelines for data-gathering which allow companies to 
safeguard consumer information. 
 
 
 



Increase government open data and transparency 
Government data has the potential to revolutionize many industries and 
stimulate entrepreneurs to create innovative new solutions and services. The 
Chamber applauds the L.A. City Controller’s launch of an open data initiative to 
reveal the City’s spending data and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services providing information about government use of health care funds and 
outcomes. The Chamber supports greater government transparency and 
information sharing with the public to unlock the potential for imaginative and 
data-driven outcomes by public and private entities. We look forward to 
providing business community expertise and input on best uses and education 
for the entrepreneurial community. 
 
Bolster STEM education efforts in public schools 
As the information economy grows, it will need a steady supply of technically 
skilled and educated employees to infuse companies with their imagination and 
talent. The Chamber supports industry-based skills education expansion and 
public-private partnerships which harness expertise from science and technology 
business leaders to identify the most critical skillsets for future employees.” 

 

 
The Los Angeles Coalition for the Economy & Jobs: http://www.thelacoalition.com/  
 
Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce: http://smchamber.com  
 
FWD.us: the public policy group focusing on immigration reform, backed by tech 
leaders including Mark Zuckerberg. http://fwd.us  
 
Built in LA: http://builtinla.com  
 
Coworking spaces, classes, and more http://crosscamp.us, : http://coloft.com, 
http://generalassemb.ly, etc. 
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